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We get information about the world from many imperfect sources: hearing muffled voices, dream-like
memories, and misinformed testimony from peers. How can we make sound decisions amid all these flawed
sources? Adults have a sophisticated cognitive toolbox of experience to navigate the uncertain landscape we face.
Children, however, don’t have years of experience to form accurate expectations (after all, they don’t even have
fully developed perceptual and cognitive systems). And yet, children grow up to be adults who possess a
sophisticated cognitive toolbox that can generally tell truth from falsehoods.
This dissertation proposes that children develop this toolbox, in part, by fine-tuning a sense of confidence:
subjective assessments of how likely we are to be correct about our thoughts, decisions, and knowledge.
Confidence prompts us to either trust or doubt our own judgement, signalling whether we know enough to act
or whether we have missed something and should be skeptical.
In seven studies, I test longstanding questions from psychology, education, neuroscience, and epistemology
about what confidence is and where it comes from. I develop a new method for assessing confidence in children
that eliminates previous barriers to studying these questions, yielding new discoveries about what cognitive
processes are involved in generating a feeling of confidence. I find that children fine-tune their sense of confidence
independently from other skills, and that confidence is a domain-neutral unit allowing for integration across distinct
cognitive systems. This work provides critical evidence about which properties of confidence are malleable and
which properties are constant throughout development, providing broad implications for educational interventions
and theoretical accounts alike.
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The Challenges of Studying Confidence
The study of how the mind represents confidence is challenging. Confidence is subjective. It is not a property
of events in the world, but a property of the mind – and of that mind’s representation of itself at that. Confidence
also does not occur in isolation; we are always certain about a decision or a piece of knowledge. It is therefore
challenging to precisely define and measure confidence, let alone understand the computations that generate a
feeling of confidence.
Studying confidence in children adds further challenges. Young children famously make unfounded claims
like ‘I know I can fly!’, suggesting that their certainty is not well-calibrated to reality. However, this does not mean
that the signal of confidence they generate is entirely uninformative. Drawing from signal detection theory, there
is an important distinction between our ability to report on an internal signal (known as ‘bias’) and the quality of
that signal (known as ‘sensitivity’; Green & Swets, 1966). A child might experience a sensible confidence signal but
not know how to communicate it to others. One solution to separate these two components is to apply formal
decision-making models (e.g., d’ and meta-d’, AUROC, phi or gamma correlations; Maniscalco & Lau, 2012, 2014;
Nelson, 1984; Vo et al., 2014). These models typically require many trials (>100; Fleming, 2017), which is incredibly
challenging to achieve with younger populations. Further, many measures of confidence depend on scale use
(e.g., “really sure”, “kind of sure”, “not so sure”; Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014) or mental state terms (e.g., “do you

know it?”; Rohwer et al., 2012). These entirely exclude very young children and non-verbal populations from the
study of confidence simply because of the format of the confidence report.
To study how the mind generates a feeling of confidence, we need a child-friendly measure of the
confidence signal separately from the confidence report.
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A Forced-Choice Measure of Children’s Confidence
This dissertation presents a new measure of children’s confidence reasoning. In contrast to existing measures
requiring an explicit report (like asking ‘are you sure?’), this method asks children to compare their confidence
between two options: one designed to elicit high confidence and one low (see Figure 1; Mamassian, 2020). If
children are sensitive to the difference in confidence, they should strategically choose the question eliciting higher
confidence.
This method bypasses challenges in interpreting or communicating confidence and allows us to directly
examine children’s sensitivity to confidence states. Children do not need to calibrate their confidence against an
arbitrary scale in this method (i.e., deciding which state of confidence is ‘enough’ to be considered ‘high’). Instead,
they must compare the two states of confidence to one another, without ever needing to label those confidence
states. Children who are highly sensitive to confidence can tell apart similar states (e.g., ‘very sure’ from ‘extremely
sure’) while other children might only tell apart highly disparate states (e.g., ‘very sure’ from ‘not at all sure’).
To detect these differences in confidence sensitivity, we need questions designed to elicit a wide spectrum
of confidence signals. I turned here to the vast literature on children’s developing numerical abilities (Dehaene,
2011; Halberda et al., 2012; Odic & Starr, 2018). Even human infants possess intuitive approximate number sense
(Halberda et al., 2012; Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Izard et al., 2009). This can be easily assessed by asking children
which of two groups of dots has ‘more dots’ (see Figure 1; Halberda & Feigenson, 2008). Importantly, the number
sense is ratio-dependent: it is easier to discriminate large ratios (like 10 vs 20 or 100 vs 200) than small ones (like
10 vs 11 or 100 vs 110). Because accuracy varies with ratio, so does confidence (Halberda & Odic, 2014; Vo et al.,
2014). We can therefore manipulate the experienced confidence by varying the ratio of two quantities. This gives
us a child-friendly task that can be modified to create theoretically infinite degrees of confidence.
This new paradigm for studying children’s confidence opens new avenues for future work on the origins and
implications of confidence. This paradigm can be made entirely non-verbal for non-verbal human and non-human
populations. It also permits precise measurement of exactly how confidence impacts learning. For instance, we can
test whether it is more important that those response biases drive learners to seek out opportunities, or that the
fine-tuning of their sensitivity to confidence permits it to be used more optimally (see Baer & Odic, 2020).
Here, I use this new forced-choice measure of confidence in children to test broad theories about how the
mind generates confidence signals. I specifically focus on children between 3-9 years, when reasoning about
confidence is thought to change dramatically (e.g., Lockl & Schneider, 2004; Lyons & Ghetti, 2011; O’Leary &
Sloutsky, 2017). My approach leverages the change inherent in children’s development to uncover which properties
of confidence are stable and part of the core structure of confidence. I examine three such properties in this
dissertation. First is the input used to make the confidence signal. Second is the generality of the cognitive process
computing confidence. Third is the link between generating confidence judgments for the self and for others.
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Figure 1: Sample Stimuli Used in the Forced-Choice Confidence Task.
Section (a): Sample number discrimination trials. Children indicate which colour has more dots. Section (b): A retrospective version of the
forced-choice confidence task. Children first answer the left question, then right, then select the answer they were most confident in. Section
(c): A prospective version. Children first answer the confidence question by selecting the trial they most expect to get correct, then answer
only that question.
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Confidence in Number Judgments Develops Independently of Numerical Ability
Baer & Odic (2019). Certainty in numerical judgments develops independently of the Approximate Number System.
Cognitive Development.

Children’s metacognitive abilities improve on most measurements as they age (Ghetti et al., 2013). For
instance, 5-year-olds show less consistency in using high and low bets in response to uncertainty than 8-year-olds
(Vo et al., 2014). Understanding why this change occurs will point us towards the components of confidence that
are stable and part of the core structure of confidence.
Perhaps this development is driven not by improving sensitivity, but by learning how to interpret the
confidence signal to report to others. In this case, the input and computation of the confidence signal are stable
over time, but existing measures cannot detect this because they are affected by children’s improving labelling
behaviours. The forced-choice method directly tests this, asking children to compare confidence states to one
another rather than explicitly label them. If development is driven entirely by change in interpreting and reporting
confidence, there should be no development on the forced-choice measure.
Instead, the new measure also finds development. Across two studies (N = 161 children aged 3-7 years), 3
and 4-year-olds chose the option they were most likely to answer correctly only when the difference was large
(akin to ‘unsure’ versus ‘very sure’), while 7-year-olds could tell apart closer differences (‘very sure’ versus ‘extremely
sure,’ see Figure 2). Children’s ability to report their confidence is therefore not the sole mechanism of
developmental change in confidence reasoning.
An alternative mechanism for development is that the input used to generate a confidence signal is
changing. Here, there are two main arguments. First, confidence is always about a decision (e.g., ‘I am confident

that there are more blue dots than yellow dots’). Some theories argue that confidence directly reflects the quality
of input used to make those decisions (Galvin et al., 2003; Maniscalco & Lau, 2012; Pouget et al., 2016). If that
decision-making capacity fine-tunes over development, as the number sense does (Halberda & Feigenson, 2008;
Odic, 2018), then confidence reasoning would appear to develop alongside it. I refer to this as the Direct account,
as it proposes that confidence is computed directly from the same input used to make the decision.
The second argument is that confidence has little to no access to the quality of the decision input (Carruthers,
2009; Koriat, 1993). Instead, confidence is inferred from the outputs of other processes. We use ‘cues’ like reaction
time or anxiety states, noting that we tend to be more accurate (and therefore should be more confident) when
we make fast, calm decisions (Koriat & Ackerman, 2010). Confidence could develop under this account because
new cues are learned or because children assign new weights to the cues they already attend to. I refer to this as
the Inferential account given its proposal that confidence is an inference.
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Figure 2: Accuracy by Ratio on the Number Discrimination Trials, and by Metaratio on Confidence Trials.
Section (a): Children chose the more numerous set above chance of 50%. Accuracy was higher both for larger ratios and for older children.
Sections (b) and (c): The same patterns, but for performance on the two versions of the confidence task. Children chose the number question
with the larger and therefore easier ratio above chance. Choice of the larger ratio was highest for older children and for larger ‘metaratios’
(the ratio between ratios on the number discrimination questions. Larger metaratios mean the two questions they chose between were
more disparate in difficulty). Error bars represent 1 SE, and curves are estimated using a standard psychophysical model (see Odic, 2018).

I test between these two accounts by measuring children’s decision-making accuracy and confidence
judgments in a number discrimination task. The Direct account predicts that confidence should not develop if
decision-making accuracy is controlled for, as both accuracy and confidence are based on the same input: the
inherent imprecision of the intuitive number representations. The Inferential account predicts remaining
developmental change in confidence sensitivity over and above decision accuracy.
Across both studies, there was remaining developmental change in children’s confidence choices when
controlling for numerical discrimination accuracy. Confidence reasoning therefore develops in childhood over and
above the developing perceptual and cognitive systems themselves. This finding signals additional malleability in
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confidence than what is accounted for under some theories. One possibility consistent with this data is that
confidence is an inferential process and that cues to confidence must be learned or rebalanced over time. Another
could be that the computational process of confidence is itself changing, and that children must learn how best
to translate their inputs into a sensible confidence signal. Any future theories about confidence should account for
this developmental change.
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Children’s Perceptual Confidence is Domain-General
Baer, C., Gill, I.K., & Odic, D. (2018). A domain-general sense of confidence in children. Open Mind.
Baer, C. & Odic, D. (2020). Children flexibly compare their perceptual certainty within and across perceptual domains.
Developmental Psychology.

We experience confidence in a wide range of circumstances, whether that be estimating the items in our
grocery basket (“am I sure it’s less than 8?”), remembering a new colleague’s name (“she said it was Sandy, right?”),
or even evaluating an item’s value (“will this cookie really make me happy?”). These decisions are made by diverse
cognitive processes and exist in independent units (Odic, 2018; Vo et al., 2014). For instance, it seems nonsensical
to say that something is ‘more 8 than happy’ because numbers and emotions are not interchangeable units. An
important question for understanding the structure of the mind is whether confidence is similarly computed by
diverse cognitive processes or is instead a centralized process using a common currency.
There are mixed findings in the literature about the domain-generality of confidence reasoning in both
adults and children. Adults’ confidence reasoning is correlated across perceptual tasks, but generally not correlated
between perception and memory (Rouault et al., 2018; Vaccaro & Fleming, 2018). This broadly suggests that the
format and content of confidence representations is likely distinct for these domains. There is currently no evidence
of correlated individual differences across domains in childhood (Bellon et al., 2020; Geurten et al., 2018; Vo et al.,
2014). This is true even for the distinct perceptual dimensions like those that correlated in adults (Vo et al., 2014).
Children in these past studies always explicitly rated their confidence. This conflates children’s sensitivity in
their confidence representations for their response biases, such as their general overconfidence (Fleming & Lau,
2014; Maniscalco & Lau, 2012; Nelson, 1984). While both components contribute to confidence judgments, different
response biases across tasks (e.g., overconfidence in one domain and underconfidence in another, as reported by
Vo et al., 2014) might influence the detection of underlying similarities in confidence reasoning. The forced-choice
paradigm is therefore useful here as well to remove the influence of response biases.
In one study (N = 81 6-9-year-olds), we found very high correlations between confidence choices across
three distinct perceptual dimensions (Number, Area, and Emotion; see panel (a) of Figure 3). These three
dimensions are ideal candidates for testing the domain-generality of confidence, as they are all independent of
each other at the perceptual level (e.g., individual differences in area perception do not correlate with number
perception; Odic, 2018). Replicating this, we found little-to-no correlation between the three tasks when children
were simply asked to answer the perceptual questions (largest r = -.16, n.s.). This reiterates that three separate
perceptual systems are encoding the low-level information in the stimuli. Hence, any correlations in children’s
sense of certainty across these three domains could not stem from shared representations or similar
developmental paths. In strong contrast, when children evaluated their confidence between two number questions
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(or area or emotion), we found very high correlations between confidence choices for all three dimensions (smallest

r = .42, p < .05). Participants who could detect fine differences in certainty in the Number task also could detect
fine differences in the Area and Emotion tasks, and vice-versa.
Additionally, a domain-general account makes the strong prediction that confidence is a common currency,
such as “likelihood of being accurate”, between independent tasks (De Gardelle et al., 2016; De Gardelle &
Mamassian, 2014). If true, children should be able to compare their certainty states across perceptually distinct
dimensions just as effectively as they can compare it within those dimensions. If not, children should find it difficult
if not impossible to compare between the distinct perceptual units (like comparing ‘8’ to ‘happy’). Forty-eight 6
and 7-year-olds were presented with pairs of Number, Area, and Emotion perceptual discriminations, but this time
the pairs were either Within-Dimension (e.g., number/number) or Across-Dimensions (e.g., area/emotion).
Consistent with the common currency account, children could compare their certainty between different
perceptual task types, t(47) = 3.73, p < .001, d = .54, which was not different from their performance on
comparisons within the same perceptual task type, F(1, 47) = .075, p = .390, BF10 = .073, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Children’s Accuracy on Perceptual Decisions in the Confidence Task.
Results are grouped based on whether the child subsequently chose that question to keep (an indication of high confidence), or to discard
(an indication of low confidence). Children were more accurate on items they chose to keep than those they chose to discard, regardless
of whether the comparison was within a domain or across perceptual domains. Error bars represent 1 standard error.
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Overall, these findings suggest that the ability to evaluate certainty is a domain-neutral currency that bridges
across disparate and independent perceptual systems, even in childhood. Building on my earlier work, this is
inconsistent with a view of confidence as a direct computation of the decision’s quality (which exists in the same
units as the decision, like 8 items plus or minus 2 items). This work also signals the potential for domain-general
transfer of confidence reasoning across perceptual tasks for children. For instance, a recent study found that
training young adults’ confidence sensitivity using periodic feedback about the accuracy of their confidence
judgments led to improved confidence sensitivity on an unrelated task (Carpenter et al., 2019). These results hold
potentially powerful implications for educational practices, as metacognitive skills are considered important for
effective learning (e.g., Lockl & Schneider, 2004). Our results suggest that similar training effects could occur early
as primary school.
These findings also contribute a critical piece to the longstanding puzzle of human consciousness. Some
theorists argue that metacognitive reasoning is the hallmark of conscious experience – the very ability that allows
us to realize that we are thinking (and therefore ‘are’; Dehaene et al., 2017). Evidence of a common currency
greatly aids this account, as one prominent view of consciousness argues that a global workspace facilitates our
conscious thought (Baars, 1993), but this view lacks a concrete proposal for how domain-specific units could be
effectively compared and integrated. If confidence has such a common unit, as the current study suggests may be
true even in childhood, then this would be a likely candidate for how conscious thought is achieved (Shea & Frith,
2019).
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Confidence Sensitivity Does Not Encompass Social Reasoning
Baer, C., Malik, P., & Odic, D. (2021). Are children’s judgments of another’s accuracy linked to their metacognitive confidence
judgments? Metacognition and Learning

The findings above support thinking of confidence as a domain-general process with a domain-neutral unit.
Some theories of confidence make specific predictions about how broadly confidence is computed. The
Mindreading account proposes a single process for calculating confidence in one’s own knowledge and in the
knowledge of others (Carruthers, 2009; Goldman, 2006; Gopnik, 1993). Effectively, children are thought to track
the relationship between accurate answers and predictive behavioural cues like response time (which tends to be
highly correlated with both accuracy and confidence, Rahnev et al., 2020). Confidence could then be a single
process taking these cues and flexibly using them to evaluate one’s own or another’s likely success (e.g.,
mindreading).
If confidence is calculated broadly enough to facilitate reasoning about the self and others, then reasoning
about one’s own confidence and mindreading should correlate. However, the current literature provides conflicting
evidence on this relationship. Several studies document correlations and similarities between this kind of self and
other reasoning (e.g., Gopnik & Astington, 1988; Kuzyk et al., 2020; Lecce et al., 2015; Lockl & Schneider, 2007;
Paulus et al., 2014), while others do not (Bernard et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2020; van Loon & van de Pol, 2019). It thus
remains unclear when, if ever, confidence and mindreading should correlate in childhood and what that means
for the operation of these two abilities in the mind.
As outlined in both sets of studies above, a major challenge for past confidence studies is the conflation of
the underlying sensitivity to confidence and response biases (including understanding mental state language like
‘know’). This may be particularly problematic when looking for a correlation with mindreading, which is also tested
using mental state verbs (e.g., “know” or “think;” e.g., Wellman & Liu, 2004; Wimmer & Perner, 1983). While the
shared language signals that judgments of knowledge in both the self and others contribute to a shared concept
of ‘knowledge’, relying on this language may artificially link the processes leading to such judgments, which may
themselves be distinct.
The forced-choice confidence task can offer new insights by removing this additional source of variability
from the confidence task. The same forced-choice logic can also be applied to remove the need for mental state
language when reasoning about others. A typical mindreading task might involve asking if one agent knows an
object’s location (Wellman & Liu, 2004). Instead, we can modify this to be a forced choice between two individuals
who vary in their knowledge, and ask which individual is more knowledgeable (known as ‘selective social learning;’
e.g., Birch et al., 2008; Koenig & Harris, 2005; for review, see Mills, 2013).
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In three studies with 4-7-year-olds (N = 304), performance on the forced-choice confidence and selective
social learning tasks did not reliably correlate with one another, suggesting that confidence reasoning about the
self may not extend to reasoning about others. We used the forced-choice confidence task with area discrimination
questions (e.g., “which shape is bigger?”) and created a complementary selective social learning task also relying
on area discriminations (e.g., “which artist drew the shape closest to the target size?”). Both the confidence and
selective social learning tasks replicated key findings of their respective literatures (e.g., a strong preference for the
more accurate informant; Einav & Robinson, 2010). Nonetheless, we found no evidence of common processing,
as there were no reliable correlations (even through a mega-analysis of the three studies to increase power, r (303)
= .09, n.s.).
These findings are relevant to several broad theories across disciplines. They demonstrate that confidence
is not a simple transformation of mindreading abilities, a popular account within epistemology and developmental
psychology (Carruthers, 2009; Goldman, 2006; Gopnik, 1993). Instead, these results point to key differences, at the
very least in terms of what cues are used for judgments about the self versus others, but possibly also in the
cognitive processes that generate those judgments. These results also bear evidence against the recent Cultural
Origins hypothesis of metacognition (Heyes et al., 2020). This hypothesis argues that children learn to reason
about confidence by watching others model good metacognition or by having a teacher guide them, rather than
metacognition emerging either innately through genetic programming or through non-social experience. A critical
prediction of this account is that children with good social learning skills should show the best metacognitive skills
(see Heyes et al., 2020, p. 358), which we did not find.
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The Nature of Confidence Representations
We are constantly bombarded with information and must rely on cognitive tools to sort fact from fiction.
This dissertation takes a programmatic and theory-driven approach to explore one such tool that represents the
strength of subjective evidence: our sense of confidence. Building on work demonstrating that even children can
reason metacognitively (Goupil et al., 2016; Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014; Lyons & Ghetti, 2011), the current work
demonstrates an important place for developmental work within the broader research on confidence, teasing
apart accounts of how confidence is computed. In accordance with recent theories that confidence is a probabilistic
representation of the accuracy of a decision (Meyniel et al., 2015; Pouget et al., 2016), the current evidence of a
domain-general unit also gives additional weight to arguments of rationality in childhood (e.g., Gopnik & Bonawitz,
2015; Sobel & Kushnir, 2013). This provides a potential means by which subjective and objective information could
be integrated. My ongoing research program further investigates this possibility, (see Baer & Odic, 2021a, 2021b,
Baer, Ghetti & Odic, 2021). Thus, far from being subject to the whims of others, children possess a sense of
confidence that combines multiple sources in information to create broadly-usable assessments of truth in the
world.
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